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Introducing SAGE

• Founded in 1965 by Sara                  

Miller-McCune

• Launched with a single journal in Urban 

Affairs

• Today we publish over 1,100 journals 

across dozens of disciplines

• Owned in trust by a collective of 

academic institutions, to protect our 

independence



Who’s here today?





Creating a journal shortlist



What criteria would you consider

when identifying journals to 

publish your research?



Choosing a journal

• Funding & Institution 

Restrictions

• Aims & Scope

• Paper Type

• Reputation: Metrics and 

Indexing

• Editorial Board

• Acceptance Rate

• Peer Review system

• Personal recommendations

• Readership: Subscription, 

Hybrid or Gold Open 

Access?



Subscription-only

No cost to publish

Pay to read

More rare today

8 by SAGE

Gold

Pay to publish (APC)

Free to read

Becoming more common

182 by SAGE

Hybrid

Payment depends on 

publication route chosen 

by author

Most numerous

936 by SAGE

Author chooses whether 

article is published 

subscription or open

No choice: 

all articles 

published open

No choice:

all articles

published subscription



Creating a shortlist

Create a shortlist based on your most important criteria:

• Gather five to ten journals in your field that publish your kind 

of work

• Create a scoring system to rank them systematically based 

on those criteria

• Read their recent issues thoroughly to get a sense of what 

they publish, to add a qualitative element to your rankings



https://journal-recommender.sagepub.com/




Complying with                    

journal submission guidelines



https://journal-recommender.sagepub.com/
https://journal-recommender.sagepub.com/


https://journals.sagepub.com/author-instructions/JTT?_gl=1*vi5ua6*_ga*NjMzNDc3MDUxLjE2MDM0NTYyOTM.*_ga_60R758KFDG*MTY1Mjc3ODk2OC42MzAuMS4xNjUyNzgwNjkxLjA.*_ga_RK7MQ5ZZVZ*MTY1Mjc3ODk2OC42MDYuMS4xNjUyNzgwNjkxLjA.


• Tables, charts, and diagrams should be uploaded 

as separate documents with references for 

insertion throughout the document.

• Tables, charts, diagrams, and other graphic 

materials should be used for providing 

necessary information or clarification of 

central concepts:

• They should be clean and uncluttered and 

should appear on separate pages.

• If copyright permission is required for publishing 

this graphic material, it is the author's 

responsibility to obtain it at his/her cost.

• Fonts: The lettering used in the artwork should not vary 

too much in size and type (usually sans serif font as a 

default).

• Placement: Figures/charts and tables created in MS 

Word should be included in the main text rather than 

at the end of the document.
• Figures and other files created outside Word (i.e. 

Excel, PowerPoint, JPG, TIFF and EPS) should be 

submitted separately. Please add a placeholder 

note in the running text (i.e. “[insert Figure 1.]")

• Figures should be minimally processed and should 

reflect the integrity of the original data in the image.

Always check your journal’s 

submission guidelines



10 mins

Applying 

what 

you’ve 

learnt

1. Use the Journal recommender to find 
some SAGE journals relevant to your 
research area

• A title is not necessary, but do include 
some keywords and subject areas

2. Choose one journal, and click through to 
the Submission guidelines

3. Read through the submission guidelines of 
your chosen journal, and note down a few 
things that are new, surprising or 
informative to you.

4. Be ready to share what you’ve discovered 
in the Zoom chat panel!



What did you learn about 

your chosen journal?

Please share in the Chat panel.



Submission checklist
• Verify journal’s suitability (aims and scope)

• Declare conflicts of interest, funding awards, authorship and 

acknowledgements

• Obtain necessary copyright permissions

• Double-check compliance with journal’s submission 

guidelines (referencing style, text, image and data 

formatting, supplemental material requirements)

• Seek feedback on manuscript

• Proof-read one final time



Handling the                               

post-submission phase



The post-submission process

• Initial decision:
• Desk reject

• Peer review



Why papers get rejected before review

• Poor fit with the journal

• Weak methods or inadequate literature base

• Poor presentation that obscures article’s scientific base 

or merit of paper:
• Bad grammar

• Poor spelling

• Incorrectly formatted



At SAGE we value the work done by 

peer reviewers in the academic 

community, who provide an essential 

service to the process of publication 

excellence, driving research within 

their fields of expertise

What is peer review?

• The peer review process is 

essential to the development of 

research across all subject areas

• Filtering out poor quality articles

• Assessing validity

• Maintaining integrity of science



Types of peer review

• Single anonymous peer review – the name of 

the reviewer is hidden from the author

• Double anonymous peer review – names are 

hidden from both reviewers and the authors

• Open peer review – everyone is identified

Make sure you understand the peer review 

model of your chosen journal before submitting 

your manuscript.



Peer review process

• Initial decision:
• Desk reject

• Peer review

• PR - possible outcomes:
• Reject

• Major revisions

• Minor revisions

• Accept



Handling revisions

• Read the reviewer comments and Editor’s letter carefully

• Follow the timeframes requested

• Clearly demonstrate what you have changed point-by-point

• Address each referee point in a separate document

• If you can’t meet all criticisms, explain why

• Be positive and polite

• Process may take 2-3 iterations



‘Response to 

reviewers’ form 

(SAGE)



Why papers are rejected after review

• Reviewers are not convinced of the contribution to the 

knowledge base

• Paper is ill-focused or fundamentally flawed

• Methods are not robust enough for the journal

• Specific sections are weak



Handling rejections

• Criticisms are there to enhance your paper: don’t overreact

• Read the reviewer comments and Editor’s letter carefully

• Focus on why the manuscript was rejected

• Rework the paper to address reviewer concerns

• Submit to another journal



Congratulations!
Your paper has been accepted!







Please 

complete 

our 

training 

survey





SAGE Author Gateway

• Dedicated space for author 

support and services

• Visit for Author FAQ's and 

additional How to Get 

Published resources

• Learn which version of your 

paper you can share, where 

and when

https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/eur/journal-author-gateway


Other resources

• The SAGE Author Gateway has plenty of guidance for new and 

experienced authors alike!

• Explore our How to Get Published Video Series

• Download our guide to getting an article published in a SAGE 

journal

• Don’t forget the Journal Recommender tool to find relevant SAGE 

journals in your discipline

• Speak to your friendly librarians!

https://us.sagepub.com/en-us/nam/journal-author-gateway
https://us.sagepub.com/en-us/nam/how-to-get-published
https://journals.sagepub.com/pb-assets/How_to_get_published_Author%20Gateway_WEB.pdf
https://journal-recommender.sagepub.com/


Preparing your manuscript, with 

SAGE Research Methods

Watch recording

https://sagepub.zoom.us/rec/play/yEx-wkUAtDhF4CdmRHVBc9xPogREw5_PNO-cGPHTHuAnucoOKaPnGE8jP-i5gqgT-_WkLB6tmT38xJNL.YjKRtEVeOUMzQa89?startTime=1652256223000


A sample 

collection of 

resources

Explore this list

https://methods.sagepub.com/reading-lists/writing-up-research/9174


Learn more about our 

SAGE Research Methods platform:

Get free trial

https://vimeo.com/549875434
https://freetrials.sagepub.com/

